Local time (LT) variations of the averaged H -component amplitude of geomagnetic sudden commencements (SCs) observed at Memambetsu (geomagnetic latitude 35.4
Introduction
According to the physical model of geomagnetic sudden commencements (SCs) proposed by Araki (1977 Araki ( , 1994 , the disturbance field of SC, Dsc, is given by
where pi and mi express the 'preliminary impulse (PI)' and 'main impulse (MI)', respectively. The DL-field is dominant at low latitudes and is produced mainly by the magnetopause current enhanced after impinging of the interplanetary shock or discontinuity on the magnetosphere. The DPpi-and DPmi-fields, which are dominant at high latitudes, form an adjacent two pulse structure with opposite sense and are produced by a pair of field-aligned currents (FACs) and ionospheric currents (ICs) produced by the FACs so that it is expressed as DPpi/mi. = DPpi/mi (FAC) + DPpi/mi (IC)
The ionospheric equivalent current systems for the DPpiand DPmi-field show a twin vortex type caused by a dusk-to-dawn and dawn-to-dusk electric field, respectively. Tamao (1964) assumed that the high-latitude PI is produced by an Alfven mode HM wave incident to the polar ionosphere. The associated horizontal electric field is transmitted almost instantaneously to lower latitudes in the space below the ionosphere to cause low-and middle-latitude PIs (Kikuchi et al., 1978; Kikuchi and Araki, 1979) . The DPmi originates in the dawn-to-dusk convection electric field enhanced after the sudden magnetospheric Copy right c The Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences (SGEPSS); The Seismological Society of Japan; The Volcanological Society of Japan; The Geodetic Society of Japan; The Japanese Society for Planetary Sciences; TERRAPUB.
compression (Araki, 1977 (Araki, , 1994 . The FACs and equivalent ionospheric current system for the DPmi-field is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . The pattern of the equivalent current system for DPmi is assumed to be same as that for DPpi given in Araki (1994) , but the current direction is reversed. If the location of footprints and distribution of the FAC are different from those for DPpi, the pattern will be slightly changed.
As the primary source of the DL-field is the enhanced magnetopause current, it is expected that the H -component amplitude ( H ) of the main impulse (DLmi+DPmi) of SCs observed at low latitudes should be larger on the dayside than on the nightside. In actual fact, the SC amplitude of the northward magnetic field at the geosynchronous orbit shows a simple LT variation which takes the maximum around noon and minimum near midnight (Kokubun, 1983; Kuwashima et al., 1985) . Observations on the ground, however, are opposite to this expectation. Ferraro and Unthank (1951) showed that the averaged H of 55 SCs and 46 sudden impulses (SIs) observed at low-and middle-latitude stations is larger near midnight than in daytime. Russell et al. (1992 Russell et al. ( , 1994 ) studied 18 and 7 SCs which occurred during the northward and southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), respectively, and reported that the amplitude is larger in the daytime during the northward IMF but it is reduced in the daytime and enhanced in the nighttime when the IMF is southward. Araki et al. (2006) examined LT variations of the averaged H of more than 600 SCs at Memambetsu (35.4
• geomagnetic lat.), Kakioka (27.4 • ), Kanoya (21.9
• ), and Alibag (10.2
• ). Although Alibag shows a comparable amplitude at noon and midnight, the three Japanese stations obtain their maximum around midnight, with a secondary peak near noon and the minimum around 8 LT. They also checked the IMF dependence of the LT variation of H and found that H is larger in nighttime regardless of the IMF-B z polarity but that the size of the LT variation becomes larger during the southward IMF. They interpreted the LT variation of the SC amplitude described above by a resultant magnetic field of the FAC that is responsible for DPmi and FAC-produced IC (denoted by IC FAC hereafter). Shinbori (private communication) confirmed these results by a statistical analysis of more than 2300 sudden magnetospheric compression events. Kikuchi et al. (2001) analyzed the LT variation of the amplitude of positive PIs (PPIs) (Kikuchi and Araki, 1985) observed at low-and middle-latitude stations. Kikuchi et al. (2001) pointed out that the contribution of the magnetic fields due to the FAC for DPpi is important for the interpretation of PPI. These researchers calculated LT variations of the H -component PI amplitude due to both the FACs and IC FAC by giving a polar cap potential on the thin shell ionosphere with realistic conductivities, including LT and latitudinal variation and weak auroral enhancement.
The description above suggests that the FAC-produced magnetic field is an important consideration when interpreting the disturbance field of SCs even at low and middle latitudes.
In this paper we derive the LT variation of the averaged H -component amplitude of SC at Memanbetsu for the summer and winter seasons separately and compare it with calculations of the magnetic fields due to FACs for DPmi and IC FAC . We then show a method to estimate both DLmiand DPmi-field and polar cap potential difference associated with the DPmi-field.
Observed and Calculated LT Variation of the Averaged SC Amplitude
The left panels of Fig. 2 show LT variations of the averaged H of SCs observed at Memambetsu. The amplitude is taken from the SC list provided by the Kakioka Geomagnetic Observatory and averaged in each hourly bin. It was derived separately for the summer (upper panel) and winter (lower panel). The blue curve was obtained by taking a running average of 3 h, and the red curve was obtained by taking a second running average of 3 h. A total of 634 SCs were observed in the 1957-2003 period; these are divided into four seasons, and so about one fourth of the events are used for each summer and winter season. Therefore, the curves in the left panels are not as smooth as the LT variation for the 634 SC events shown in Araki et al. (2006) . The hourly standard deviation is 13-56 nT in summer and 7-25 nT in winter, with a range of 16-37 nT for the LT variation of the total 634 events.
The following characteristics of the LT variation of H can be determined from In two right panels of Fig. 2 , we plotted calculated LT variations at 35
• geomagnetic latitude of the H -component magnetic field due to a pair of FACs and IC FAC . The maximum FACs flow into (out from) the ionosphere at 7 h (17 h) magnetic local time (MLT) and 75
• geomagnetic latitude. Realistic conductivities which depend upon LT and latitude and include weak auroral enhancement were given on the thin shell spherical ionosphere.
The intensity of the FACs was adjusted so as to produce a 100-kV potential difference between their maximum points in the polar cap. In actual fact, these magnetic fields were obtained by reversing the sense of the calculated magnetic fields in Kikuchi et al. (2001) where they assumed FACs produced by a dusk-to-dawn magnetospheric electric field.
Based on the right panels we can derive the following statements: (B1) In both summer and winter the IC-field reaches the maximum around noon and the negative minimum at 7-8 h LT. It is almost zero near midnight, reflecting low conductivities of the ionosphere. The FAC-field reaches the positive maximum at midnight and the negative minimum at noon. (B2) The size of the LT variation of both IC-and FAC-field is larger in the summer than the winter. (B3) The resultant magnetic field (FAC+IC) due to both FAC and IC reaches the maximum near midnight, with a second peak near noon; the minimum is reached near 8 h LT, with a second minimum around 18 h LT.
(B4) The size of the LT variation of the resultant field is 20 nT in the summer and 14 nT in the winter. By comparing the left and right panels in Fig. 2 , we can say that the calculated LT variation agrees reasonably well with the observed one in both the summer and winter season although the LT of the maximum and minimum amplitude is slightly different.
Estimation of the DLmi-and DPmi-field and Polar Cap Potential Difference Associated with DPmi
Here, it is assumed that the DLmi-field does not depend upon LT so that the observed LT variation is due to the LT variation of the DPmi-field produced by the FAC and IC FAC .
We adjusted the amplitude scale of the two left panels in Fig. 2 so that the maximum and minimum amplitude of the LT variation coincide with the calculated maximum and minimum amplitude in the two right panels, respectively. Then, comparing the left and right panels, we can determine the zero level of the LT variation of the observed DPmifield, as shown by thick green horizontal lines. This zero level of the DPmi-field corresponds to the observed DLmifield. By adopting this approach, we were able to obtain the DLmi-field as 28 nT for summer and 18 nT for winter.
The FAC used in the calculation in Fig. 2 is adjusted to produce a 100-kV potential difference between the footprints of the maximum and minimum intensity. This FAC and IC FAC cause the LT variation of the resultant magnetic field to be of a magnitude of 20 nT in the summer and 14 nT in the winter. On the other hand, 52 nT is found in the summer and 16 nT in winter for the size of the LT variation of the averaged SC amplitude. If we assume that the observed LT variation is caused by the combined effects of the calculated FAC and IC FAC , the polar cap potential difference due to the FACs should be 52/20 × 100 = 260 kV in the summer and 16/14 × 100 = 113 kV in the winter. These are the averaged potential differences which produce the LT variation of the averaged SC amplitude.
Discussion
The physical model of SC used here (Araki, 1977 (Araki, , 1994 ) is essentially consistent with the computer simulations of SC phenomena by Fujita et al. (2003a Fujita et al. ( , b, 2005 . This means that the decomposition of the Dsc into the DL-and DP-field is physically meaningful. The reasonable agreement between the calculations and observations in Fig. 2 also supports the validity of the model. It has not been possible, however, to estimate both the DL and DP field separately from the observed Dsc. A conventional approach is to treat low-latitude SCs as the pure DL-field, but it is not clear if the DP-field is negligibly small there. Here we have shown a method which can estimate each DLmi-and DPmi-field and the DPmi associated polar cap potential quantitatively by comparing the observed LT variation of the SC amplitude with the theoretical calculation based upon the proposed SC model.
Although the pattern of the calculated LT variations for both the summer and winter seasons is similar with the observed pattern on a whole, there is a difference between the calculated and observed LT of the maximum and minimum of the LT variations. Also, the polar cap potential difference obtained is much larger than that usually considered. These are primarily because the calculation in this analysis was not designed to interpret directly the observed LT variations described here. We utilized the results of Kikuchi et al. (2001) calculated for the DPpi by reversing the current direction. We will be able to obtain a better agreement between the observations and calculations by adjusting the parameters of the calculation (location and distribution of the FACs and ionospheric conductivities). Auroral enhancement of the conductivities strongly affects the potential difference in the polar cap. The calculation used here assumes a geomagnetic quiet state with a small auroral conductivity enhancement. If the enhancement is larger, the potential difference will become smaller. Moreover, we need more events in order to obtain a smoother LT variation of the observed SC amplitude.
It is physically important to study which of the constant voltage and current source fits with observations. In quantifying the agreement between the observed LT variations with the calculations for the two kinds of the sources, we will be able to obtain a solution of this problem.
Here, we have described the method under consideration by using SCs observed at one station, Memambetsu, but it is desirable to use data at several stations situated at different latitudes from the equator to higher latitudes and to select a combination of parameters of the calculation which best fits a set of the observations. Shinbori et al. (2009) has derived LT variations of averaged amplitude of magnetospheric compression events at six stations in the 0-45
• geomagnetic latitude range. These results can be used in future studies.
Although we have compared the calculated LT variation with that of averaged SC amplitude, the method is applicable for one particular SC if a reasonable LT variation of the amplitude of the SC is obtained. Araki et al. (2006) showed clear LT variations for two SCs which occurred during northward and southward IMF. Adjusting the parameters of the calculation to each SC, we will be able to know IMF-dependence of the FAC and IC FAC and the polar cap potential associated with the SC.
Through this analysis we recognized that the theoretical calculation described above is effective to study SC phenomena. The global distribution of ICs (including their daytime enhancement in the equator) due to a pair of FACs was calculated by Tsunomura and Araki (1984) at first. Osada (1992) evaluated LT and latitudinal dependence of magnetic fields due to the FAC and IC FAC separately for PI and MI. Tsunomura (1998 Tsunomura ( , 1999 ) derived LT variations of the Hand D-component due to the FACs and ICs for different models for the FAC and ionospheric conductivities. Here, we have simply introduced a method for quantitative estimation of the DLmi-and DPmi-field and the associated potential difference. By refining the calculation and using more detailed observations for the LT variations at different latitudes, we will be able to obtain more physically reasonable results.
